Streszczenie
.RPLVMD .RG\¿NDF\MQD 3UDZD .DUQHJR G]LDáDMąFD SU]\ 0LQLVWU]H 6SUDZLHGOLZRĞFL SU]\JRWRZDáD SURSR]\FMH ]PLDQ Z .RGHNVLH NDUQ\P Z W\P WDNĪH UR]G]LDáX ;,; GRW\F]ąFHJR SU]HVWĊSVWZ SU]HFLZNR ]GURZLX L Ī\FLX >@ 3URSR]\FMH NRPLVML NWyU\FK V]F]HJyá\ SRGDQR RSLQLL SXEOLF]QHM QD SU]HáRPLH L U SU]HZLGXMą PLQ ZSURZDG]HQLH GR SUDZD NDUQHJR SR MĊFLD ÄG]LHFND SRF]ĊWHJR´ ÄG]LHFND SRF]ĊWHJR ]GROQHJR GR Ī\ FLD SR]D RUJDQL]PHP PDWNL´ D WDNĪH RGSRZLHG]LDOQRĞFL NDUQHM PDWNL Z RNUHĞORQ\FK SUDZHP RNROLF]QRĞFLDFK RUD] RGSRZLH G]LDOQRĞFL NDUQHM SHUVRQHOX PHG\F]QHJR ]D EáĊG\ L ]DQLHGEDQLD SRSHáQLRQH Z RVWDWQLHM ID]LH FLąĪ\ NWyUH SURZDG]ą GR FKRURE\ OXE ĞPLHUFL G]LHFND ]GROQHJR GR VDPRG]LHOQHJR Ī\FLD SR]D RU JDQL]PHP PDWNL 3RGQLHĞü QDOHĪ\ ĪH SURMHNW QLH RGQRVL VLĊ GR ]DJDGQLHĔ GRW\F]ąF\FK RFKURQ\ ]DURGND OXG]NLHJR WZRU]RQHJR SR]D RUJDQL]PHP NRELHW\ WM OHF]HQLD

